                       Honors Chemistry/Chemistry Study Guide: 2nd Semester
The following questions/problems are relevant to the content that will be covered on your final exam.  In order to best prepare, complete this review as well as review all previous tests and quizzes from the current semester.  Please complete this review on looseleaf and make sure to turn it in for a classwork grade.

What can be said about the properties of elements in the same group?  To what is this attributed?

Elements in the same group have the same chemical properties.  They have the same valence electrons.

	What scientist published a periodic table of the elements organizing them in order of increasing atomic mass?


Dimitri Mendeleev.

	How does the modern periodic table arrange the elements?


The modern periodic table arranges elements in order of increasing atomic number or number of protons.

	State the periodic law.


The periodic law states that atoms or elements are arranged in order of increasing atomic number.

	What are the categories of elements?  On the periodic table, how would one describe the location of each category?  List three examples of elements found in each category.


Categories of elements are also called groups or families.  Groups or families’ numbers can also give the valence electrons of an element.

	What is the name given to the lowest possible energy state of an atom? 


Ground state.

	List the name and location on the periodic table for each group of elements.


            There four known families or groups found in the periodic table:  gp I—also called alkali metals; gp II—also called alkaline earth metals; gp 7—also called halogens and gp 8—also called noble gases.



	Give the charges for each group of elements.  There is a group for which you will not have an answer…explain why this is the case.


Gp 1—Valence e’ =  1 therefore charge is +1
Gp 2…………….  = 2                                   +2
Gp 3                       = 3                                   +3
Gp 4                       = 4                                    -4
Gp5                        = 5                                    -3
Gp 6                       = 6                                    -2
Gp7                        = 7                                    -1

.Gp 8 elements have 8 valence electrons but they do not have a charge because they do not lose nor gain electrons since they already have 8 valence electrons.

. Transition metals lose electrons based on the roman numeral or their latin names to form positive ions.

	What is an ion? 


An ion is an atom that has lost or gained electrons to form a positive ion or a negative ion.  An ion has an unequal number of protons and electrons.

	Which subatomic particle(s) play(s) a role in determining the chemical properties of elements?


               Electrons determine the chemical properties of elements.

	If the formula for an ionic compound is represented by X3Y2, what is the charge on the X-ion?


The charge on the X-ion is +2 and the charge on the Y-ion is -3.

	What are the two types of ions?  What occurs when an atom forms one of these types of ions?  Give an example of each type of ion.


Two types of ions:  Cations—Positive ions and anions—Negative ions.
              Ex:  Ca+2     and     S -2






13.)  Write the electron configuration (or noble gas configuration) for chlorine as a neutral atom AND as an ion.  Do the same for Boron and both Ti and Ti2+.

 Cl:  17 e’s:  1s22s22p63s23p5  or   [Ne]3s23p5

 Cl-: 18e’s:  [Ne] 3s23p6

B:  5 e’s:  1s22s22p1

Ti: 22e’s: 1s22s22p63s23p64s23d2 or [Ar]4s23d2

Ti 2+: 20e’s: 1s22s22p63s23p63d2 or [Ar]3d2


Define valence electrons.

Electrons found on the last energy level.

	How can you determine the valence electrons for an element?


According to the group #.


	How many valence electrons do the following have:  Al, Kr, and Sr?


                        Al:  3,       Kr: 8,    Sr: 2


	Which group of elements is inert?  Why?


                     Noble gases are inert because they have 8 electrons on their last level therefore they do not react to form new compounds.

	State the octet rule. 


Atoms or elements gain or lose electrons in order to have 8 electrons on their last energy level.

	Explain why an atom is neutral.


An atom is neutral when it has equal number of protons and electrons.


	Which group of elements on the periodic table has charges that may vary, and as such, their charges cannot be determined using the periodic table?


Transition metals: Their charges can be determined from a roman numeral name or their latin name.

	List the four types of orbitals that can be found in atoms and also state the maximum number of electrons that each type of orbitals can hold.


              S = 2 e’s        p = 6 e’s        d = 10 e’s   f = 14 e’s    

	What must nitrogen do in order to become stable and attain a full octet?  What must lithium do?


           Nitrogen must gain 3 e’s.  Lithium must lose 1 e’.

23.)  Given FeCl3, what is the charge of iron?  Given AgNO3, what is the charge of silver?

          The charge of Fe is +3.  The charge of Ag is +1.

24.)  Differentiate between an ionic compound and a covalent compound.

An ionic compound contains a metal and a non metal.  If  it’s a binary ionic compound it will only contain 2 elements a metal and a non metal.  If it’s a polyatomic compound it will contain a metal and a polyatomic ion.

A covalent compound only contains 2 non metals.

25.)  What happens to tin when it forms SnCl4?

Sn loses 4 e’s.


26.)  What is the ratio of atoms in AlBr3?

     3 to 1.

27.)  Compare the properties of ionic compounds to those of molecular compounds.

Ionic compounds conduct electricity, they are very strong.  Covalent compounds do not conduct electricity and are very soft.




28.)  What occurs with the electrons in an ionic compound and in a covalent compound?

Atoms lose or gain electrons to form ionic compounds therefore positive charges and negative charges are attracted to each other.  In covalent compounds, atoms just share electrons because both atoms are negative.

29.)  What are the five basic types of chemical reactions?  Give an example of each.

Be able to identify the five basic types of chemical reactions:

Synthesis or combination reaction:
Zn  +  O2 -----------  ZnO

Decomposition reaction:
AlCl3 ---------------  Al  +  Cl2

Single displacement reaction:
Cl2  +  KBr  -------------  KCl  +  Br2

Double displacement reaction:
NaOH  +  H2SO4 ------------- Na2SO4  +  H2O

Combustion:
C2H2  +  O2  -----------------  CO2  +  H2O
               
30.)  Which transition elements only form one charge; therefore, being the exception in the group that forms more than one charge?  List these elements and their charge.  (Hint:  There are 2!)

Zinc, Zn is always +2.   Silver, Ag is +1

31.)  When naming polyatomic anions, what is the difference between a name ending in 
–ate and –ite?
-ate contains more oxygen atoms than -ite.  
Example:  NO3 -1 = nitrate;    NO2 -1 = Nitrite
                                                                                            
                   SO4 -2 = sulfate;    SO3-2 = Sulfite.

32.)  When would one use parenthesis when writing a chemical formula?

Parenthesis are needed with polyatomic ions.  For example,  Aluminum hydroxide---Al +3      OH -1 = AlOH3 will be incorrect without parenthesis around OH.  The correct formula is Al(OH)3
But with NaNO3 since both charges turn to subscripts equal 1 parenthesis might not be needed.

33.)  What is the rule when writing chemical formulas for ionic compounds?  What is the rule when writing molecular formulas for molecular compounds (covalent compounds)?

Metals are +  and nonmetals are – then swap and drop the charges in order to write formulas of ionic compounds.

Use prefixes according to number of atoms when naming covalent compounds.

34.)  Think back to lab :  What is the best explanation for why the array of metals provided produced different colors during either the flame test or when the solutions were mixed?

Any colors being emitted are always due to the movement of electrons.

35.)  Explain why, in lab, the solutions containing transition metals usually have a color while solutions not containing transition metals are clear.
Because transition metals contain d-orbitals.


36.)  Draw the electron dot structure for Gallium.

37.)  List the number of each subatomic particle in a Cesium ion.  

38.)   Name the following compounds.  If a compound may be named using two different naming systems, name the compound using BOTH systems.
A.)  BaSO4
B.)  MgCl2
C.)  S4F3
D.)  N2Br5
E.)  NaC2H3O2
F.)  Pb(NO3)2
G.)  FeO
H.)  CCl4
I.)   AlPO4

39.)   Write the chemical formula for the following compounds:
A.) Sodium Carbonate
B.) Plumbous Iodide
C.) Triphosphorus Octoxide
D.) Tin (II) Fluoride
E.) Carbon Disulfide
F.)  Lithium Cyanide
G.)  Cupric Hydroxide
H.)  Zinc Nitrate
I.)  Tetriodine Tricloride

40.)  Define diatomic molecule?  What type of bond forms between these atoms?  List the diatomic elements.


